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Play with me & Learn from me
Erasmus + K.A.1 Youth exchange
Nea Moudania-Greece (3/6 – 12/6/2019)

Welcome on board!! 
The NGO “You in Europe” is going to host the Youth exchange “Play with
me & Learn from me”
30 participants + 6 leaders from 6 countries (Greece, Spain, Portugal,
Slovenia, Italy, Poland) will meet in Nea Moudania Halkidiki from 3/6 to
12/6/2019.

The aim of the project
This project is planned to provide guidance to participants in developing
their knowledge and understanding of cultural diversity throughout
traditional games of each country.
During the 10 days of the youth exchange, young people from six countries
with different cultural backgrounds will be involved in playing and testing
different creative and traditional outdoor games from each country,
reflecting the historical, geographical, educational, social and economical
conditions of the community they belong to. Through this project the young
people will discover the fun of learning together by trying to play games
from other countries with different culture. The games will assist in the
promotion of multi-cultural understanding which is closely related to
aspects of personal and social development, offering participants the
opportunity to learn about themselves and other cultures, leaving aside pc
and internet games.
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Through this project they will also create new multi-culti games,
experiencing a decision -making process and meeting new cultures and
values.
Working Methodology
The whole exchange will be based on methods of non-formal learning.
Participants will take an active role in the learning process. They will
exchange views, build experiences together and share opinions.
A variety of methods will be used including energizers, role plays,
interactive presentations, artistic interventions, interactive exercises,
task-based learning, reflection and discussion.
The project will close with an open event in the central square of the town.
New games and traditional games from each country will be presented to
the local people where all together (kids, teenagers, old people, young
people with disabilities) we will play the games facilitating the
communication beyond the cultural and social differences and language
barriers.

Main goals
To promote the intercultural dialogue among young people.
To raise public awareness about tolerance and solidarity.
To promote young people’s active participation and European
cooperation
To promote the inclusion and active participation in the project of
young people with fewer opportunities.
To promote the intergenerational approach of youngsters with older
people.
To foster mutual understanding between young people from
different countries
To enhance young people knowledge about the history, geography and
culture of the other participating countries.
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Target Group.
Young people aged 18-25 (5 participants + 1 leader from each country)
Please keep the gender balance as much as you can

Venue of the project
The project will be held in Bambola apartments, in Nea Moudania Halkidiki

https://www.booking.com/hotel/gr/bambola-nea-moudania.el.html

Travel info and budget
The nearest airport is Thessaloniki airport "Makedonia" (SKG).
The amount that we cover for travel expenses, regarding the distance
calculator, for each country and for each participant is:
Slovenia:
Portugal:
Poland:
Italy :
Spain:

up to 275 € pp
up to 360€ pp
up to 275€ pp
up to 275€ pp
up to 360€ pp

From Thessaloniki airport we can arrange you the transfer to the venue
by minivan. Total cost per one-way route is 60 euros (for 6 persons)
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**Please be aware that the 3rd of June is the arrival day and 12ve of
June is the departure day of the project.
** If you would like to stay more days in Greece by your own expenses,
you could book your ticket MAX 2 days before the project or MAX 2
days after.
** ATTENTION!!!! Do not book any ticket before 1st of April!!! If you
do so, we will not be able to reimburse you!!
**Please send us your travel plan before your final booking, in order to
confirm it.
That’s for start. You are going to have further information shortly.
Do not hesitate to contact us for any question or clarification
The YOU in EUROPE team youineurope@gmail.com
Ioanna- Vasilis- Grigoris- Stavroula
Our phone numbers for contact:
Ioanna: +306945860682
Vasislis: +306942869970
Grigoris: +306972157784
Stavroula: +306937240180
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